Effect of molecular symmetry on melting temperature and solubility.
Molecular symmetry has a pronounced effect on the melting properties and solubility of organic compounds. As a general rule, symmetrical molecules in crystalline form have higher melting temperatures and exhibit lower solubilities compared with molecules of similar structure but with lower symmetry. Symmetry in a molecule imparts a positive amount of residual entropy in the solid phase (i.e., more possible arrangements leading to the same structure). This means that the entropy of a crystal of symmetric molecules is greater than the entropy of crystal of a similar, but non-symmetric molecule. An analysis is presented relating the enthalpy, entropy and temperature of melting for an idealised system of structural isomers of different molecular symmetries. The analysis presented helps explain why often, yet not always, the crystal of a more symmetric molecule, which has greater entropy to start (closer to that of the liquid), also exhibits a greater gain in entropy upon melting, compared with the crystal of a less symmetrical molecule. The residual entropy due to molecular symmetry has the direct effect of reducing the entropy gain upon melting (a negative effect). However, molecular symmetry also exerts indirect effects on both the entropy and enthalpy of melting. These indirect effects, imposed by the condition of equilibrium melting, are positive, such that it is the balance between the direct and indirect effects what determines the value observed for the entropy of melting of the symmetric molecules. When the indirect effect of molecular symmetry is greater than its direct effect, the observed entropy gain upon melting of the more symmetrical molecule is greater than that of a less symmetrical one.